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           			  Presentation

              			
              				The Confederation of Organizations of Salamancan Entrepreneurs (CONFAES) is a professional confederation and intersectoral organization of provincial scope. CONFAES is a representative of CEOE, CEPYME and CECALE in Salamanca.



              			  	CONFAES, brings together the most representative business associations in Salamanca.



              			  	For 40 years it defends the administration in favor of the Salamanca companies, seeks for their interests and favors their growth and evolution.



              			  	CONFAES is a modern organization, active and in continuous evolution, according to the needs and interests of the companies of here and now, centered in the progress, in the change and in favor the growth and the business development of Salamanca.



              			  	It is formed by professionals from different sectors whose forces are united in the same objective, the companies.
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